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European colonialism was in the background, and even forefront, of several 
North American fiction films, including classics such as Gunga Din (1939) and 
Casablanca (1942).
1
 The Portuguese empire had its own share of screen time, 
particularly in the case of the Asian colony of Macao, which was featured in over a 
dozen Hollywood productions while under Portugal’s domination. With a population of 
250,000-300,000 Chinese (around 95% of its entire citizenry) and a continually 
expanding tourism industry, reaching over 1,250,000 tourists a year by the late 1960s, 




While motion pictures can provide diverse insights into the ways in which the 
largest film industry in the Western world engaged with Macao, this analysis will focus 
on their implications in terms of presenting Portuguese colonial rule. The article will 
begin by contextualizing the general patterns of Macao’s screen presence, particularly in 
the 1950s, when there was a significant spike in American productions set in this 
colony. Taking into account the different scales of distribution and mass appeal, special 
attention will be given to films that brought greater visibility to Macao. We will 
therefore zoom in on the three highest profile productions of that era to feature the 
Portuguese colony, both as a central stage and as a peripheral – and contrasting – 
location in Hong Kong-set political dramas. The article examines how the articulation 
between, on the one hand, Macao’s historical and geographical characteristics, and, on 
the other, Hollywood’s orientalist conventions and hyperbolic sense of spectacle ended 
up conjuring an overall image of ‘subaltern colonialism’.  
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Based on Portugal’s ‘intermediate economic development’ and its mediating 
position between the center and the periphery of the modern capitalist system, 
sociologist Boaventura de Sousa Santos has repeatedly described Portugal as a semi-
peripheral country that, by implication, produced a form of semi-peripheral colonialism. 
According to Santos, since Portugal was itself highly dependent on the core powers of 
the global political economy, Portuguese society combined traces of both colonizer and 
colonized, its identity a hybrid between the Shakespearean symbols of the colonial 
master Prospero and the colonized savage Caliban. The Portuguese empire was then 
simultaneously shaped by ‘a deficit of colonization’ (due to Portugal’s ‘incapacity to 
colonize efficiently’) and by ‘an excess of colonization’ (with the colonies submitted to 
a double colonization – by Portugal and, indirectly, by the countries on which Portugal 
was dependent). Conceptualizing this specificity in relation to the norm of British 
colonial rule (i.e. the prototype of ‘hegemonic colonialism’), Santos recodifies the 
Portuguese case as subaltern colonialism.
3
 In turn, critics have accused such an 
interpretation of perpetuating a narrative of exceptionality whose lineage includes not 
only a strand of anti-colonialist critique (Perry Anderson’s concept of Portuguese 
‘ultracolonialism’) but also the colonialist justifications employed by the Estado Novo 
dictatorship (the theory of ‘luso-tropicalism’, which assigned to the Portuguese empire a 
high degree of originality and racial harmony).
4
 The aim of this article is not to assess 
the validity of Santos’ theses on the ground, but to demonstrate their alignment with the 
discourse of American film fiction. It will thus contribute to the wider study of the 
international image of Portugal’s empire and the evolving discourse about its 
colonialism. 
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During Portuguese rule, Macao consistently remained by far the most visible 
area of Portugal’s empire in North American cinematic fiction. This colony was a 
primary setting in the thrillers Smuggler’s Island (1951), Macao (1952), Forbidden 
(1953), Flight to Hong Kong (1956), and Hong Kong Confidential (1958).
5
 It served as 
the location for key scenes in the crime and adventure films Hong Kong Nights (1935), 
Dragon’s Gold (1953), Soldier of Fortune (1955), The Scavengers (1959), and 
Cleopatra Jones and the Casino of Gold (1975), while also playing a smaller role in the 
plots of Windjammer (1937), Kill a Dragon (1967), and That Man Bolt (1973).
6
 
Furthermore, Macao was featured in films of other genres, namely the romantic 
melodrama Love is a Many-Splendored Thing (1955) and the social drama Out of the 
Tiger’s Mouth (1962).7 By contrast, other Portuguese colonies were virtually absent 
from Hollywood’s output at the time, with the small exception of the African-based 
adventure stories Rope of Sand (1949), which was mostly set in South Africa yet 
featured a sequence in a bar in Angola, and Elephant Stampede (1951), an entry into the 
‘Bomba the Jungle Boy’ series which featured two ivory poachers in Africa on their 
way to unspecified Portuguese territory.
8
 
To a great degree, Macao’s relative prominence drew on the colony’s aura of 
mystery and adventure, which had already been popularized over the centuries through 
countless tales of piracy, gambling, espionage, addiction, murder, and contraband.
9
 
Anglophone literature had combined these motifs with descriptions of the colony as a 
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languid, romantic intersection of Western and Eastern cultures, marked by 
miscegenation and picturesque yet decadent architecture.
10
 In the 1930s, the vivid 
impression of a place of extremes had been notably reinforced by Hendrik de Leeuw’s 
Cities of Sin, a mix of travel narrative and investigative report on prostitution and white 
slavery in Asia, which included the oft-quoted passage: 
 
There is no question that [Macao] harbors in its hidden places the riffraff of the 
world, the drunken ship masters, the flotsam of the sea, the derelicts, and more 
shameless, beautiful, savage women than any port in the world. It is a hell. But to 
those who whirl in its unending play, it is one haven where there is never a hand 





The spike of Macao’s popularity in 1950s’ cinema can be explained by 
geographical as well as historical reasons. For Hollywood executives, the economic 
recovery of Southeast Asia generated interest in that region’s expanding market since 
the early 1950s,
12
 in contrast to less economically developed sub-Saharan Africa, where 
most other Portuguese colonies were situated.
13
 Moreover, as soon as the Korean War 
(1950-53) broke out – pitting South Korean forces and a US-led United Nations mission 
against the Soviet-backed North Korea, later joined by China – major studios rushed to 
capitalize on the public’s newfound interest in Asian affairs.14 Macao benefitted from its 
location on the ‘Bamboo Curtain’, directly bordering communist China and just a four-
hour ferry ride from the British colony of Hong Kong, which made it an ideal setting for 
plots of Cold War espionage.
15
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Macao also appealed to screenwriters due to particular side effects of Portuguese 
rule. Because Portugal did not ratify the Bretton Woods monetary agreement until 1961, 
it was not bound by the same exchange rate for gold as most countries.
16
 According to a 
famous report in Life magazine in 1949, this gave rise to a booming gold trade in 
Macao, capitalizing on China’s craving for gold through smuggling networks between 
the two territories, which in turn encouraged local piracy.
17
 Additionally, since the 
communist victory in China until the early 1960s, the Portuguese colony was the only 
place in the region where open gambling was permitted.
18
 All these elements allowed 
for distinctive story possibilities, ranging from the pulpy spy twists of Hong Kong 
Confidential to the serious exposé approach of the Golden Berlin Bear-nominated Out 
of the Tiger’s Mouth, and even an aborted project for a Macao-based Casablanca 
remake.
19
 Repeated exposure then turned this colony into an instantly recognizable 
backdrop of foreign intrigue.
20
 
If its casinos and frontier status made Macao cinematographically attractive, 
they also meant that films set there tended to emphasize elements of crime and vice. 
With the exception of the mainstream drama Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing, every 
film contained references to racketeering and most featured gambling and sordid 
nightclubs. Although Portuguese rule at the time was indeed marked by a mutually 
beneficial relationship between corrupt colonial bureaucrats and the casino capitalists, 
including a degree of organized crime,
21
 Hollywood helped give Macao’s already lurid 
connotation larger-than-life proportions. A brief dialogue exchange in the otherwise 
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unrelated The Lady from Shanghai (1947) had famously identified Macao as the 
‘wickedest city’ in the world.22 A character explicitly calls back to this line in Flight to 
Hong Kong, before asking the protagonist, Tony Dumont, if Macao really is wicked. 
Tony replies: ‘Well, let’s put it this way, in Hong Kong you could get your hair cut, and 
in Macao you could get your throat cut. The only difference is that in Macao there’s no 
charge.’23 The tendency to exaggerate was acknowledged by some film critics. Kay 
Proctor, at the Los Angeles Examiner, commented that although ‘Macao long has been 
glamourized in fiction as “the wickedest place on earth”’, in fact ‘a tourist is perfectly 
safe trying to win a couple of bucks in the Central Casino playing fan-tan’.24 Howard 
McClay, at the L.A. Daily News, noted that, aside from illegal traffic and an admittedly 
thriving gambling industry, the colony’s economy also consisted of prosaic trade in rice, 
fish, firecrackers, vegetable oil, and metal products, but it was not the legitimate end of 
Macao’s business that interested filmmakers.25 
In American cinema, the colony became particularly associated with smuggling. 
In the 1930s, the implicit background of the Chinese Civil War had favored stories 
about arms contraband to China: in Hong Kong Nights, US secret agent Tom Keene 
tails a gunrunner to Macao; in Windjammer, the passengers of a shipwrecked yacht are 
rescued by Captain Morgan, who is carrying out an illegal shipment of guns and 
ammunitions to the colony. Following Life magazine’s exposé, in the 1950s the focus 
shifted to the contraband of gold and jewelry. Smuggler’s Island concerns the Macao-
based, ex-Navy diver Steve Kent, who is persuaded by his love interest to retrieve gold 
bars from a crashed airplane and smuggle them into Hong Kong. In Dragon’s Gold, 
investigator Mack Rossiter tracks down the employee of a New York bonding company 
who apparently absconded with seven million dollars in gold bullions entrusted to him 
by a Chinese warlord living in the Portuguese colony. Flight to Hong Kong follows 
Macao-based mob operative Tony Dumont, who goes rogue during a diamond 
smuggling job. In Hong Kong Confidential, American intelligence agent Casey Reed 
worms his way into Macao’s underworld by proposing an elaborate scheme to smuggle 
gold into China. Furthermore, The Scavengers contains subplots about the circulation of 
bonds and narcotics (as implied by the protagonist’s cocaine-addicted wife). 
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Later films would go on to address various kinds of contraband. Out of the 
Tiger’s Mouth addresses human traffic in the story of two Chinese orphans who escape 
from mainland China and seek to reach Hong Kong: the 5-year-old girl and the 9-year-
old boy are smuggled into Macao and sold to a brothel where they are forced to work as 
helpers and thieves. In Kill a Dragon, the villain is a Portuguese gangster from ‘the 
Mafia of Macao’26 seeking to retrieve a cargo of nitroglycerine in order to sell it in the 
black market. The traffic of currency informs the plot That Man Bolt. Finally, in 
Cleopatra Jones and the Casino of Gold, the titular special agent faces a casino owner 
who controls most of the local heroin trade. 
The depiction of Macao as a pit of forbidden pleasures and rampant moral 
corruption fell in line with Hollywood’s traditionally Eurocentric portrayal of colonized 
areas. The rise of cinema had coincided with the height of imperialism and, from early 
on, the film industry had reflected the interests and prejudices of hegemonic nations, 
idealizing the West’s role in pushing back the frontiers of ignorance, disease, and 
tyranny.
27
 As part of this process, American films had incorporated orientalist narrative 
and visual tropes inherited from the works of European explorers, novelists, and 
painters, which had proven popular with the public. Classic cinema presented a clear 
dichotomy between East and West, displaying little interest in intercultural 
understanding. It typically rendered non-Western cultures and regions as strange, 
perverse, mysterious, romantic, dangerous (if ultimately submissive), and on the whole 
opposed to the values of modernity and rationality personified by Western protagonists. 
This representation implicitly, and sometimes explicitly, supported the rhetoric of 
American and European imperial powers who justified colonialism as a philanthropic 
effort to control and civilize so-called primitive lands and peoples.
28
 
Nevertheless, the Portuguese regime did not find in American movies a clear 
endorsement of its presence in Macao.
29
 For one thing, while genre conventions led to 
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the perpetuation of earlier stereotypes, after the end of the Second World War 
mainstream cinema had begun to evolve into more politically complex directions, 
gradually and often ambivalently mixing colonialist images with anti-colonialist 
sensibilities.
30
 More significantly for the corpus of films analyzed in this article, 
Hollywood’s gaze was not concerned with Portugal’s perspective. Evoking their semi-
peripheral status in the cartography of the world’s powers, the Portuguese settlers were 
either fully disregarded or relegated to act as mere intermediaries in the orientalist 
adventures of American characters (and one Eurasian protagonist, in the case of Love Is 
a Many-Splendored Thing).
31
 As a result, the ways in which Portuguese rule was 
represented were not always favorable, as indicated by a closer analysis of the major 
American film productions of the 1950s to feature Macao. 
 
Hollywood’s highest profile work to extensively engage with the Portuguese 
colony, the classic film noir Macao,
32
 came about as the result of multiple creative 
voices. Howard Hughes, head of the production company RKO Pictures, bought the 
story rights from screenwriter Bob Williams in August 1949.
33
 Josef von Sternberg 
unenthusiastically signed up to direct the film and his work was well underway by the 
time he was fired, due to disputes with the cast. Hughes, who had a reputation for 
interfering with the content of RKO’s films, then hired uncredited director Nicholas Ray 
to shoot retakes and additional scenes. Script credit went to Stanley Rubin and Bernard 
Schoenfeld, although there were six other writers involved in the script’s various drafts, 
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including last minute rewrites by leading actor Robert Mitchum.
34
 As explained below, 
Hollywood’s trade organization, the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), 
also had significant input in the final product. Among the transformations brought about 
by this turbulent production history, the film’s tone seems to have shifted dramatically. 
At the outbreak of the Korean War, Variety reported that RKO was eager to exploit this 
military conflict by working it into Macao’s screenplay.35 The project’s expected 
topicality got the film rushed into production in the summer of 1950.
36
 However, no 
signs of either Korea or the war made it to the shooting script, much less to the final cut 
of the film, released in April 1952.
37
 
If anything, on the surface the end product seemed decisively apolitical. It told 
an escapist story of intrigue and romance close to China’s border without any reference 
to the fact that US troops were at the time fighting against the Chinese. The byzantine 
plot follows three Americans who arrive in Macao simultaneously: wandering veteran 
Nick Cochran (Robert Mitchum); gambling salesman Lawrence C. Trumble (William 
Bendix), who is actually an undercover New York police officer; and worldly singer 
Julie Benton (Jane Russel), who gets hired at a casino owned by American racketeer 
Vincent Halloran (Brad Dexter). Trumble sets in motion a convoluted plan involving a 
smuggled diamond necklace in order to lure Halloran into international waters, where 
the International Police can arrest him. A love triangle between Halloran, Julie, and 
Nick, combined with a wrongful suspicion regarding the identity of the undercover 
agent, leads Halloran to kidnap Nick. The web of double-crosses and misunderstandings 
is further complicated by Halloran’s jealous girlfriend Margie (Gloria Grahame) and the 
improbably named Felizardo José Espírito Sebastian (Thomas Gomez), a crooked 
Portuguese police lieutenant working for Halloran on the side. In the end, Nick escapes, 
delivers Halloran to the International Police, and gets together with Julie. 
Script-wise, while the plot and dialogue retained an unkind image of Portuguese 
rule, this was deliberately toned down due to the interference of the MPAA’s 
Production Code Administration (PCA). The PCA, headed by Joseph Breen, was in 
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charge of enforcing the film industry’s morally-minded, self-regulated censorship under 
the Motion Picture Production Code.
38
 Having read Macao’s proposed screenplay, in 
July 1950 Breen ruled the basic story unacceptable. Besides the ‘low tone of 
criminality’ and several lurid details, PCA reviewers argued that the project violated a 
section of the Production Code which stated that the ‘history, institutions, prominent 
people and citizenry of all nations shall be represented fairly’. Specifically, they 
unanimously objected to the treatment of the Chinese characters (‘The whole flavour of 
the story tends to indicate that these “coolies” are little more than animals, and the 
element of “white supremacy” is, we feel, quite offensive.’) as well as of the Portuguese 
administration: 
 
The picturization of the District of Macao is, we think, an unfair and unjust 
characterization of the Portuguese. All, or nearly all, of the officials of the District 
portrayed in this picture are shown to be criminally dishonest. This has reference, 
specifically, to the Police Lieutenant, Sebastian, and, by implication at least, all 




The PCA’s input was detailed and insistent. Breen suggested that RKO consult 
with Addison Durland – the PCA’s Latin American advisor, considered the most suited 
in the office staff to advise on Portugal
40
 – over the ‘improper characterization’ of the 
Portuguese and Chinese.
41
 In point of fact, some of the PCA’s demands seemed more 
concerned with avoiding controversy and accusations of bigotry than with actual 
fairness and accuracy – after all, the image of widespread corruption among Macao’s 
police and civil servants was not far-fetched, according to the internal account of 
Portugal’s own intelligence services.42 Regardless, among other requests, the PCA 
asked the producers to omit the police’s dismissive and, in one scene, brutal behavior 
towards the Chinese population, as well as to avoid indications of corruption by not 
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showing Lt Sebastian in a Rolls-Royce or a bank note on a customs official’s hands.43 
Likewise, the introductory narration establishing Macao was to be rewritten, ‘having in 
mind a fair-minded approach in dealing with the description of this colony’.44  
The PCA’s impact, however, was limited by the producers’ awareness that the 
territory’s seedy connotation was one of the project’s key selling points to the thrill-
seeking public.
45
 Although the scripted scenes most explicitly disrespectful of the 
Portuguese rulers were left out of the film,
46
 other concessions to the Production Code 
remained quite superficial. For example, the brief inclusion of a low-ranking Portuguese 
officer of the International Police, on screen for 22 seconds,
47
 with his back turned to 
the camera, uttering one inconsequential line of dialogue, was enough to counterbalance 
Lt Sebastian’s substantial role in the story, thus satisfying the PCA that the Portuguese 
in the film were fairly portrayed as both sympathetic and unsympathetic.
48
  
Orientalist themes and imagery were not novel in the film noir genre,
49
 or even 
in Josef von Sternberg’s own body of work,50 but Macao set out to establish a 
distinctive identity for its location from the start. The film opens with shots of boats and 
sampans along the Macao coast during daytime, while a documentary-style voice-over 
delivers the PCA-approved initial narration.
51
 At first, this almost sounds like a 
Portuguese propaganda broadcast, even down to the luso-tropicalist emphasis on the 
colony’s peculiarity and racial mixture, in line with what was becoming Lisbon’s 
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This is Macao: a fabulous speck on the Earth’s surface, just off the south coast of 
China, a 35-mile boat trip from Hong Kong. It is an ancient Portuguese colony, 
quaint and bizarre. The crossroads of the Far East, its population a mixture of all 
races and nationalities, mostly Chinese. Macao, often called the ‘Monte Carlo of 
the Orient’...52 
 
 It quickly becomes clear that the difference between Macao and Monte Carlo – 
typically depicted by Hollywood as the luxurious site of elitist casinos and hotels
53
 – is 
more than merely geographical. As the footage changes to night time, the camera travels 
along dark, crowded streets, ill-lit by neon signs and shabby stands, leading to a foot 
chase that will culminate in the murder of an American agent, knifed in the back by a 
Chinese thug. The voice-over informs the viewer: 
 
[Macao] has two faces: one calm and open, the other veiled and secret. Here 
millions in gold and diamonds change hands, some across the gambling tables, 
some mysteriously in the night. Macao is a fugitives’ haven, for at the three mile 




The ‘two faces’ of Macao are reinforced aesthetically throughout the film. Some 
scenes are worthy of a travelogue, presenting the colony as a picaresque, dream-like – if 
inhospitably hot – setting. Examples include the lingering and brightly lit shots of the 
boats and harbor upon the characters’ arrival in Macao,55 as well as the background 
footage of the city and docks during Julie and Nick’s romantic interlude halfway 
through the story.
56
 Conversely, in the film’s final act, which takes place wholly at 
night, the chiaroscuro black and white cinematography – characteristic of film noir and 
of von Sternberg’s earlier forays into German expressionism57 – creates a sinister 
atmosphere of violence and occult forces hiding in the stark shadows. This is 
particularly the case during a climatic chase – echoing the opening sequence – where 
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Besides the initial voice-over and the duality motif, the film uses multiple 
strategies to convey Macao’s distinctiveness. The poster’s tagline speaks of ‘exotic, 
exciting MACAO, port of sin and shady dealings!’59 Gambling is presented as not merely a 
leisure activity but an all-consuming lifestyle: the customs officer declares that ‘In 
Macao everything is a gamble’; the clerk at ‘Hotel Portugueza’ informs Trumble that 
gambling halls have no opening hours because they never close; Julie feels frustrated 
when her seductive singing act fails to shift the casino customers’ attention away from 
the games.
60
 The crowd at the gambling tables is also not the same as in Monte Carlo: 
the wealthy sit on an upper gallery, above the masses, looking down on the tables and 
lowering their bids in baskets (a visual von Sternberg had used before in the Chinese 
casino of The Shanghai Gesture). Moreover, most scenes were filmed in studio, with 
the only actual footage of the colony being either projected onto the background or used 
for wider establishing shots.
61
 The set design highlights Macao’s particular colonizing 
history: the decor of Halloran’s casino combines Chinese dragons and Portuguese 
guitars; the docks where Nick is kidnapped appear to be a prototypical Hollywood 
Eastern-looking backlot,
62
 but the mise-en-scène and Mitchum’s acting make a point of 
drawing attention to the Portuguese street name sign that reads ‘Largo Do Pagode Da 
Barra’.63 Nevertheless, overall the orientalist iconography far outweighs the Portuguese, 
from the soundtrack to the title’s font during the opening credits, as well as the 
wardrobe, with a clear contrast between the light colored suits of the Westerners and the 
black-clad Asian characters and extras. 
Ultimately, despite the PCA’s efforts, the truly distinguishing feature of Macao, 
as presented in the film, is its feeble law enforcement. The dialogue keeps reminding 
the viewer of the colony’s nefarious reputation.64 The plot rests on the central premise 
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that Macao is – as the voice-over puts it – ‘a fugitives’ haven’, where police detectives are 
killed with impunity and the only way to arrest a racketeer is to make him leave the local 
jurisdiction. Portuguese authorities come across as eagerly corruptible. Following the 
PCA’s request, a customs officer is no longer explicitly bribed with money, but he 
nevertheless accepts a pack of cigars from Trumble while checking his luggage.
65
 
Moreover, Halloran glibly orders Lt Sebastian around.
66
 Although the script describes 
the short and chubby Sebastian as ‘a handsome middle-aged Portuguese, debonair and 
corruptible, but withal a shrewd official’,67 Gomez plays him as pompous, cowardly, 
and generally buffoonish. By contrast, the brief scenes set outside of Macao’s three 
mile limit take place in contexts of stern authority: first the Hong Kong headquarters of 
the International Criminal Police Commission, headed by British Commander Stewart, 
and then an International Police ship in which Stewart is accompanied by two 
subordinate officers – the Chinese Mr. Chang and the Portuguese Mr. Alvaris.68 This 
disparity suggests a Portuguese inability to rule the colony alone and the need for 
outside assistance to impose order. Thus, while the film’s most orientalist tropes are 
reserved for Asian characters, the Portuguese themselves appear as a version of the 
‘barbaric other’, at once semi-colonizers and semi-colonized, a view which was 
reinforced in Hollywood’s subsequent output 
 
 Three years after the release of Macao, two other big productions featured the 
Portuguese colony, albeit with much shorter screen time. Nominated for eight Oscars, 
including Best Picture, Love is a Many-Splendored Thing is a melodrama directed by 
Henry King and adapted by John Patrick from a 1952 autobiographical novel by Han 
Suyin. The film is set in 1949 and 1950 Hong Kong, against the background of the 
refugee crisis that followed the Chinese Revolution. It tells the story of Eurasian Doctor 
Han Suyin’s (Jennifer Jones) love affair with married American correspondent Mark 
Elliott (William Holden), who dies in the Korean War. Also capitalizing on McCarthy-
era anti-Chinese sentiment, Soldier of Fortune is an adventure drama directed by 
Edward Dmytryk and scripted by Ernest K. Gann from his own 1954 novel. The plot 
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concerns Jane Hoyt’s (Susan Hayward) efforts to find her husband Louis (Gene Barry), 
a photojournalist imprisoned in China as a suspected spy. In Hong Kong, Jane falls in 
love with shipping magnate and alleged smuggler Hank Lee (Clark Gable). Hank 
undertakes a dangerous rescue operation into Chinese territory, in order to allow Jane to 
resolve her marital relationship before committing to staying with him.
69
 
 These films are mostly set in Hong Kong and portray it as strikingly different 
from the Macao at the center of Josef von Sternberg’s film noir. Shot in bright yet 
realistic colors, the British colony seems crowded but orderly, a metropolis that 
smoothly combines skyscrapers and sampan communities.
70
 In Soldier of Fortune, a 
representative of the American consulate informs Jane from the onset that the local 
authorities are competent and cooperative.
71
 The well-disciplined Maritime Police, 
which peacefully patrols the sampans, is personified by British Inspector Merryweather 
(Michael Rennie), shown to be honest, perceptive, and brave. The film even makes a 
point of justifying how a smuggler like Hank can operate out of a British colony by 
having Merryweather explain that Hong Kong is ‘a few miles of land, yes, but just 
outside the waters are Chinese. There they do as they please and so does Hank Lee. 
Inside the colony, he is very careful.’72 In Love is a Many-Splendored Thing, Han Suyin 
works in an efficient British-run hospital with spacious facilities, modern resources, and 
a helpful staff.  Despite depicting Hong Kong as a stable, functioning society, the film 
contrasts the settlers’ conservative attitudes with the idealistic liberalism of the 
American Mark Elliot, thus implicitly legitimizing the US presence in Asia as an 
‘enlightened’ alternative to British rule.73 Nevertheless, in both movies the central 
contrast is ultimately between Western freedom in Hong Kong and communist tyranny 
in China, privileging an anti-communist message over an anti-colonialist one.
74
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Regarding the neighboring colony, each film suggests a different facet of semi-
peripheral colonization. When Macao shows up in Love is a Many-Splendored Thing, 
its story function is exceptionally benign compared to other Hollywood narratives. Han 
Suyin elopes to Macao to spend a romantic week alone with Mark, only to find a 
welcoming and touristic city. The two lovers stay in a comfortable hotel, eat in a 
restaurant with moody saxophone music, and have their future read by a professional 
fortune teller. They are served by friendly Portuguese staff, illustrating Portugal’s role 
as tolerant facilitator of its allies’ desires.75 Conversely, in Soldier of Fortune Jane goes 
to Macao following a lead on her missing husband that takes her to the Portuguese 
Fernand Rocha
76
 (Mel Welles), who runs a language school in Rua da Felicidade. 
Fernand tricks Jane into writing him a $500 traveler’s check, holds her captive, and 
spends the money on gambling and women, brashly slapping his female Chinese partner 
when she complains. Jane is rescued by Hank, who barges in and violently beats up the 
feeble Fernand, now representing the Portuguese as decadent rulers in need of outside 
discipline.
77
 The overall impression is summed up in a dialogue exchange as the two 
protagonists reunite: Hank asks ‘Why did you come to a place like this without me? Are 
you alright?’ and Jane meekly pleads ‘Take me away from here.’78 
 Visually, the approaches of the two productions are also distinct. Love is a 
Many-Splendored Thing seeks to create a romantic atmosphere through orientalist 
fetishization, lingering on scenic shots of the Macao harbor, a traditional funeral 
procession, and the mystic rituals of the Asian fortune teller.
79
 Soldier of Fortune’s 
engagement with the location is more superficial: its Macao sequence does not include 
any actual footage of the colony, relying entirely on a modest studio version with 
obvious props (a fado guitar, Portuguese street signs).
80
 Nevertheless, the humble decor 
of dim-lit alleys displayed during an extended shot of Jane and Hank walking down the 
empty ersatz-Rua da Felicidade, at dawn, underlines Macao’s gloomy connotation in the 
story.
81
 Thus each film draws on one of the ‘two faces’ described in Macao’s opening 
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voice-over – one highlights the ‘calm and open’ face, the other focuses on its ‘veiled 
and secret’ face. 
 Although elements of this duality can be found across smaller productions as 
well, 1950s’ B movies always put greater emphasis on Macao’s seamier side. Indeed, 
the remaining films can be considered ‘exploitation movies’, i.e. relatively low-budget 
projects that, lacking star power or high production values, sought audience appeal 
through the choice of sensationalist subject matter. Even when presenting a murkier 
depiction of Hong Kong, those films associate the British island with a superior exercise 
of power compared to its Portuguese neighbor. In Hong Kong Confidential, an 
intelligence division in Hong Kong sends an American and a British agent on an 
undercover mission to Macao, where an abducted Middle Eastern prince is being 
secretly held by a gangster working for the Soviet Union. Both Flight to Hong Kong 
and The Scavengers feature earnest police inspectors concerned with smuggling in the 
Crown colony. In the former film, the inspector addresses viewers directly, before the 
opening credits, breaking the fourth wall to explain that the Hong Kong Police 
Constabulary is part of an international effort to stop a worldwide smuggling 
syndicate.
82
 The plot focuses on a cell of this syndicate comfortably operating out of 
Macao – the Portuguese authorities are nowhere to be seen, but the criminals are 
apprehended by the police when they meet in Hong Kong, at the end of the movie. By 
contrasting Portugal’s ineffective rule with the British hegemonic model, these films 
further cast Portuguese colonialism in a subaltern light. 
 
 In conclusion, the image of the Portuguese empire in North American film 
fiction was overwhelmingly restricted to the Asian colony of Macao, which garnered 
particular attention in the 1950s. In line with Hollywood’s orientalist tradition, the 
stories focused on Anglo-American leads engaging, on the one hand, with the setting’s 
seductiveness and, on the other, with its perils and loose morals. The Portuguese 
presence, if acknowledged at all, may seem almost incidental to the stories, yet these 
films inevitably produced a discourse about Portugal’s empire, at the very least by 
virtue of being set in it. Implied in the two faces of Macao conveyed by Hollywood, 
especially by the major productions, was a semi-peripheral condition of the Portuguese 
colonial project, midway between the hegemonic center and the subaltern periphery. 
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The analyzed films presented Portuguese colonialism as at its best when welcoming 
visitors and providing an attractive landscape for their romance (Nick and Julie in 
Macao; Suyin and Mark in Love is a Many-Splendored Thing), and at its worst when 
failing to restrain local crime and thus to protect western outsiders (Jane in Soldier of 
Fortune; Nick, Trumble, and the murdered American policeman in Macao). The latter 
trait is particularly striking when compared to the image of order and safety linked to 
the British colony of Hong Kong in the same films.  
While this subtext of the Portuguese as model hosts but comparatively unfit 
rulers ascribes, on a purely representational level, a subaltern status to Portugal’s 
empire, it also demands a multifaceted reading of western orientalism. By portraying 
Macao as the ‘wickedest city’ in the world, these movies were not only building on 
stereotypes associated with an orientalist view of the East, but also conjuring an indirect 
indictment of its colonizers, who were, by implication, unable to fulfill their self-styled 
mission of promoting western civilization. Yet Portugal’s inefficacy was not merely 
implied by the compromised state of the colony. The most prominent Portuguese 
characters (Felizardo Sebastian, Fernand Rocha) were actually shown to be highly 
corrupt and duplicitous, if ultimately submissive. In other words, Hollywood’s exoticist 
impulses were not restricted to the Asian dimension of Macao – they also reflected a 
form of orientalization of its southern European rulers. Thus, in its considerably limited 
exposure through the lenses of classic American cinema, Portuguese colonialism came 
across as inadequate and problematic, although it was more ostensibly maligned for 
being Portuguese than for being colonialism. 
